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On Essential Self-Adjointness for SchrGdinger 
Wildly Oscillating Potentials 
Operators with 
X sufficienr condition is given t’or the operator TO : C$(Rm) +L'tR") 
given by 
To = x (iP,‘h, + b,) n,,(iE/Ps*. + b,) + q 
,.t-l 
to be essentially self-adjoint. This condition is sufficiently general to admit 
certain potentials q having unbounded oscillations in LI neighborhood of E. 
1 NTRODUCTION 
IVe consider formally symmetric elliptic differential operators of the form 
for s = (x1 ,.... .v,,.) t Ron,. u here (I~,, . b, . q are real, i = (,- I)’ ‘i and ii, E %/Psi . 
The following basic conditions on the coefficients will be assumed to be satisfied 
throughout: 
(Sl) The matris (a,,) is symmetric. positi\,e definite, and satisfies the 
local uniform ellipticity condition, 
for any real vector 5 = (E, ,..., .$,,)? where 5 is positive and continuous; 
($2) ai,: E Cl+fi(Rhi) for some ,I >., 0 and ail 1 <. j, k .(. m; 
(S3) b, E I'?(R"~). I <j -r: m. 
(S4) q EL;&?"'). 
Under these conditions, and denoting the set of all complex-valued infinitely 
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differentiable functions with compact support on R*l by C,“(R”‘), we can define 
an operator TO in L2(Rnf) b) 
9( To) = C’;(Rq, 
T,,u = TM, u E CF( RI”). 
(1.2) 
Our objective here is to find sufficient conditions on the coefficients alk. b, , 
and q for To to have exactly one self-adjoint extension (TO); that is. we seek 
conditions for To to be essentially self-adjoint. 
This problem is of considerable interest in nonrelativistic quantum theor! 
wherein 7 can represent the formal Hamiltonian (energy) operator. For example, 
if III = 3s. a,k = 6,, (Kronecker’s delta), then T is the energy operator for a 
quantum-mechanical system consisting of s particles interacting Ivith each other 
through a static potential, and subjected to external magnetic (represented by 
b = (b, ,..., b,,,)) and electrostatic fields (see [5. p. 3781). In the theory, it is 
convenient (though by no means necessary [8, 181) that T should determine a 
unique self-adjoint operator on a suitable separable Hilbert space; the dynamics 
of the system then become well determined and one can also for example refer 
to “the” spectrum of T without ambiguity. 
Our problem is singular in two respects. First, as the underlying domain, R,,,, 
is unhounded. T need not be uniformly elliptic therein. Second, \re are required 
by the physics of the problem to allow q a certain amount of singular behavior. 
;\s with previous works [7, 91 Coulomb-type singularities (at the origin, for 
esample) will be permitted here. In addition, in the result given belo\\ 4 will be 
allowed to ha\-e large oscillations in a neighborhood of xx,, provided that the 
radial integral of q does not increase too quickI!-. Other, related. results on the 
self-adjointness and spectral properties nf such operators can be found in [I 1 3. 
I I. and ?I]. 
As an example of this latter behal-ior, we will see that if b, = 0. a,, = ~5,:. . and 
y(.v) = d(i) esp 1 .t I sin esp / s I , (1.3) 
where $I is an arbitrary continuous function of the angular coordinates i = .v,‘I .I 1 
of x. then To is essentially self-adjoint on C,“‘(Rss’). This class of esample is well 
known for ~1 = I (see [3, 13, l4]), but falls outside the realm of most, if not all, 
of the available criteria in the multidimensional case. 
2. THE aIN RESULT 
The central result of this paper may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM. Dejne 
amf, ji>t. ec~~.lr v F R’# 1 let (7. (.\) ~fetlote the sttlallest e!,oetledue yf the ttrcttri.v (u,,,(s) I. 
.Jssutne that .\+ is trc)tlitl~-~cnsit!e. utr(f that there exists (7 positiz,e. trotritrcrec7sit7~ 
futlction :C m- P’(R) antf (7 tk,c-ottlpositiotl q :m qL 1 q.? q,] I!/’ q s1d1 ~lrc71 
Remarks. I, One usualI!- tries to arrange things so that the finite negative 
singularities of q are covered (via (1-i)) II!- q, (finite positive singularities of q 
can never disturb the essential self-ndjointness of T,, as [20, Theorem I] sholvs). 
The conditinns on q1 are standard and can be found for esample in [-I. 91. C’ondi- 
ticon (vii) can he wakened (see, e.g.. [7]) but we do not attempt to do this here; 
to impro1.e (t-ii). one needs to have q, and (~7,~) related in such a \\a!- that the 
hound 11 u I!: in Lemma 2 (see h I ) ‘: 1-1 e ow I\ re 1 aced h\, the tveighted Sohole\- nnnl 
2. The fnllo\ving condition from [9]. \vhich implies (,\‘j and (A). is useful 
in practice: 
(\-‘) yzl .S L’,!“‘( R”*) uniformI!- on R”‘. 
where p = 2 if tn 1, p . Z if IN = 4, and p == m/2. if nr ‘.) 3. 0ne can, for 
esample, treat Coulomb-t\-pe potentials in this wav (see [7]). 
3. The functions yr and q2. heing locally bounded helow, are specificall! 
designed to allow for singular heha\-ior of y in a neighborhood of ,x8. In particu- 
lar. condition (iv) allows the t!-pe of unhuundcd oscillatory behavior esemplitied 
b!. (I .3), as can be seen immediateI!, from the theorem hy setting qL = q, = 0. 
q.! = q. b, = 0, a!,. ym S,, , and w = I. 
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4. The requirement that ,\+ be nonincreasing is unnecessarily severe, 
though convenient. It can, for example, be omitted if we know in addition that 
a-(x) = O(r’) h IV en yI! is not identically zero, (I + e) y(s) .:.< ~(~11s) for some 
constants :I! _..’ 1 and E : 0, where y is defined hy (2.10) and we replace 
condition (ii) of the theorem b> 
(ii)’ J;I ,\;I ‘(r) .x(AIIr) cir = ,X. 
This is easil!- verified b!- an inspection of the proof to follow. 
5. The result in Kate [93 may be recol-ered from the above theorem b! 
setting 17,k = S,, and q2 = 0. 
The method of proof is an adaption of the classical technique of Sears and 
Titchmarsh (see [16, 241). The underlying idea in [16. 241 is that b!- a direct 
integration by parts one can show that the masimal operator Tl defined b> 
9(T,) = {u EL’)(IP): i-u ELBA, 
T,u = i-u for II E 4( T,), 
is symmetric. Since T, is just the adjoint (T,*) of To ([4, p. 1901) it follows that 
r, ‘is essentially self-adjoint. Unfortunately, howver, this method fails in 
general n-hen (S4) is assumed because it relies heavely on the fact that for q 
smooth enough (e.g., 4 t C’(R”) was assumed in [16, 24]), 5’( T,) contains only 
functions smooth enough to allow the crucial integration by parts. The one 
exception to this is the case ttl = I, when the Sobole!. emhedding theorems come 
to the rescue (see, e.g.. [1X p. t-J9], or [23, p. 4581 f or a direct characterization 
of a( Tl)). 
An alternate approach, dating back to the works [6] of Friedrichs and [22] of 
Sobolev (see also [12]) uses the technique of approximating elements u of 
Q(T,) by functions U, in C,x(R”,l) in such a \\-a~ that the properties of u can be 
recovered by taking limits as n--f ~8 (see Lemma 1). Until quite recently 
howe\.er, this method was restricted to potentials q satisfying certain Stummel- 
type conditions (see, e.g.. [7]). This ti na restriction was removed completely b! I 
Kate in [9] by means of a certain distributional inequality applied at a crucial 
stage. The broad effect then was that of allowing the simple, but powerful, 
analytical techniques hitherto used or-d!- for ttl = 1 to be carried over to the 
multidimensional case. One such application is given in the sequel: the original 
(ttl = I j method is contained essentialI!- in [IO]. 
Before proceeding to the proof, we need a numher of preliminary results given 
in [9]. These were estended and refined bj- Eastham, El-ans, and RIcLeod [4] to 
a form ideally suited to our present need. 
Follo\ving Kate [9], we introduce the norm 
where 11 1; without subscript denotes the I.“(!?‘,‘) norm. The completion oi 
C’,;-(W) under the norm (2.3) is denoted b\- Hi. C’learl!~, 
H,’ C HI’,.,,. , H; c L’. (2.4) 
where Hi”’ denotes thr usual Sobok\~ space. and the embeddings are continuous. 
LEhlMA 1 [d. 1). 1931. .~SSftmt= t/rut a;, . 6, . and q mtisj:v thr basic. condtions 
(i)-(k) listed in Section I, and that q = q, + qz + qzj . where the functions y, 
satisfy) conditions (i). (I-), and (vi) yf the theor.em. Let u F 2( T,*) and cJ c cg(R”,) 
he chosen. Then 
(i) zd E L2(Rtrfj, T,:(u) ELJ(R”~J, ana’ T,*(+) t L2(RgS’): 
(ii) there exists a sequence of- elements u,, E C’,‘:( RI(,). /razzing a common 
support. and such that 11,~ +&I in H,f and T,*(u,,) + Tt(Qu) in L2(R’11). 
LEMMA 2 [9, p. 1391. .-lssume that q3 satisfies condition (vi) of the theorem. 
Then for ay II E Hl , and an)’ E . . . . 0, 
Proof of the Theorem As noted ahove, it is enough to show that the operator 
T=T,* _ is symmetric, i.e., that for all functions u and z’ in C2( T), (Tu, ~7) = 
(u, TV). 
Let s ;y 0 be given, and let 23, denote the hall of radius s in Rlfi. Choose 
4 E Ct(R”) so that 4 = I on a neighborhood of B, . If u, ,v E 9(T) are given, let 
u, + (4~ and E’,, -+I be the appropriate sequences derived from Lemma I. 
Define 
p(s) = 1’ A;’ ‘(r) s(‘(2r) dr, (2.5) 
- I) 
.Il(r. s) = I - p(r) (I*(“))-’ if 0 5.. r < s, 
=o if r > 5, 
(1.6) 
and note that, for convenience, the summation convention on repeated subscripts 
k andj will he used throughout the proof. 
We first integrate by parts: 
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Now let n+ co, and thereby replace u, and v,, by u and ‘~1, respectively, in the 
above equation. We are permitted to do this because by Lemma 1, u, --++u 
in the H,’ norm, Tu, - T(#u) in the L2(Rm) norm (and similarly for o, -+ +z,), 
and C+ = 1 on B, by construction. Thus, 
‘..i (P(s))-~ 1, ZL’(ZY) [I 11 1 (~jk D~v D>)l,’ + 1 .t’ 1 (Ujk DjU D,U)““] d-Y 
d 
(2.7) 
by the Schwarz inequality for quadratic forms and the definition of A, . Let us 
now assume for the moment that 
[ PL’~(~Y) a,,(x) D,u(s) D,+(s) cis < r: 
‘Rm 
(2.8) 
for all u in O(T). Then using the Schwarz inequality for integrals on the right- 
hand side of (2.7) we obtain the estimate 
1 j, M(r, s) [uE:i’ - FTu] ds ) :g I+(s))-‘, (2.9) 
I 
where K is independent of S. Since A+ is nonincreasing, it follows from condition 
(ii) of the theorem that p(s) + #co as s - ,x3. Finally, as u% - tiTu EL.~(P) we 
may now conclude from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and 
(2.9) that 
Thus the proof is complete if we can show that (2.8) holds for all u E g(T). 
Define 
y(s) = iIs A;““(r) dr, 
G(r, s) = 1 - y(r) (y(s))-’ if 0 :..I r ::< s, 
(2.10) 
zzz 0 if r 5. s, 
and consider again the sequence {u,$ used above. Intrgratin,y hy pai t5 once more, 
\\e ohtain 
- ~J(j/(~))-l I’ C(r, ~j X;“‘?(r) IT, . Iaj~ ~ D,r.l bus. 
. Re 
Nest. note that the left-hand side is real and nonnegative, and estimate the 
modulus of the second integral on the right-hand side by means of the Schwarz 
inequality for quadratic forms. In this \\-a!- one sees that the left-hand side above 
is 
\\‘e no\! move the third integral on the right-hand side across to the other side, 
and complete the square in the resulting integrand. 
5 y-“(s) I I u,l 1” cis - - B, 
[ G’(r, sj y 1 II, I2 dx + 1 G”(r,s) 1 ti,,Tu, / dx. 
* B., * B, 
Finally, add a further term y-‘(s) I‘88 1 II.,, ‘: ds to each side ot‘ the ahove and use 
the inequality ((z + 6)” l(a’ + h’) to minor& the resulting left-hand side. 
IYe then haie 
The various terms invoking qi, i = 1, 2, 3, are now investigated separately. 
Observe that the estimate 
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follows immediately from condition (iii) of the theorem. The estimation of the 
term containing q2 is more difficult. Following Kate [9], define 
u,,,, = (I II,, 1” + S)l,‘~ (3.I3) 
and let (r, 0) denote the polar coordinates of s E R’“, where r = 1 .v 1 and 
e = (e , ,..., P,,,+l). It is known [17, p. 441 that the Jacobian of this coordinate 
transformation is of the form 
E(X, ,...I .L,) 
?(r, 0, ,.... e ,,,-,) 
= (g(e) . rltl-l. 
Note also that for all n and all E ;, 0, 
r 
u-(s) c;F 
I I 
2 
= a-(s) [Ep,,,, . (.T,lY)]P 
:< n,,(s) D;ll,,(.Y) Do (2.14) 
by inequality (5.6) in [9]. If we set .il = Se, G(Y, S) uf,,cq,(.~) A, then integrating 
b, > parts gives 
(where C denotes the C’artesian product of 111 - 1 copies of the interval 
[ -+, 7-q]) 
+ 'h-, jc O(P) 1‘ f7")(S) (w(r))-' P-1 [G'(r, .i) 1 ?u,,,, ?$J 1 
. II 
+ Z(y(s))-’ G(r, s) A;’ ‘?(r) u;~,<] dr dti 
+ AK, 1 G'(r, s) 1 u,,,, 1 (CL(Y))-' (a,,(s) D,14,, D,u,,)’ ” d.v 
‘83 
+ 4K2(y(s))-’ J, G(Y, s) (.x(r)j-l II:,, 1i.v 
I 
(2.15) 
582 LAN KNO\\.LES 
by (2.I4j. and noting that a!‘(s)fr is bounded outside the ball B,, Now. since 
0 G(r. S) : I and (y(s))-’ is hounded, (2.15) gives, if we let E + 0 and use the 
inequality 2a/~ .- o’l + h’ where appropriate, 
where the constant KZ can be chosen arbitrarily, by resealing w if necessary. In 
particular, if we set KZ = i. it follows from (2.1 I), (2.12), and (2.16) after some 
rearrangement, that 
G”(Y, s) uik(s) Dp,, D,u,~ l1.v 
where the missing terms are easily seen to he bounded independently of N and S. 
Since the function G(Y. S) u, E H,,l for fised S, it follows from Lemma 2, with 
E = k;:8. that the left-hand side of inequality (2.17) is 
Also, as qa is not identically zero, we know from condition (i-ii) that ,\;’ ’ is 
hounded; hence, using the inequality (n - h)” C. 2(a’ + b’) once again, we have 
after a short calculation, 
from (2.18). Combining (2.18) and (2.19), and letting II - ~8. we then ohtain 
G’(Y, j) u,~(x) D;u D,u d.~ ,., (C’, + C,) + 2C3 1 W?(Y) / N 1” fir (2.20) 
-B, 
valid for all s large enough. 
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IYe are now in a position to complete the deduction of (2.8). Let y-r denote the 
inverse function to y, i.e., the unique nondecreasing function such that 
y-‘(y(s)) = y(y-l(s)) = s for all s :> 0. Then y-r(s) -+ ,CXJ as s -+ x), and, for all 
0 ...I Y q y-‘($2). 
4[1 - y(r)r’s]” $ I. (2.21) 
Hence, if t = y-‘(s/2) and o = y-‘(s), then from (2.21) we have 
j, uik(s) D,u 6; ds . . . . 4 1 [I - y(r);s]’ Q.(S) D,u 0,; ti’x 
I ‘Bt 
,: 1 j 
-- 
. ;; G’(r, z) ui&!) Diu D,u & 
B: 
:: c; +- c, jBe ZqY) 1 11 I’L ds 
using (2.20). Define 
<a(t) = ( ujk(s) D,u D,u ds 
‘Bt 
B(t) = c, + c, jB ZryY) 1 u 1‘1 d.Y. 
t 
(2.22) 
Then (2.22) asserts that a(t) < ,G(l(t)) for all t large enough, where z = I(/) = 
yr(2y(t)). Note that trivially, l(t) 25 t for all t, and 
I’(t) = 2y’(t) [g(t))]-’ = 2,\;“‘(t) h:‘(y)). 
Since A, is positive and nonincreasing it follows that 0 .s< l’(t) >: 2, and hence 
that t 6 I(t) :r: 2t for all 1 > 0. As ,f3 is nondecreasing, we then have 
a(t) < /3(2t) (2.23) 
for all t large enough. The standard argument given, for esample, in [I61 may 
now be used. Since w is nonincreasing 
jB a,,(x) D,u D,u nc’(2r) ds 
I 
= I‘l zc”(2r) da(r) 
‘0 
= L\(t) zLq2t) + jy a(r) d(-w’(2r); 
:; B(2) w’(2t) + j]: /3(2r) d{-w’(2r)) 
< ,‘3(0) ~~(0) + C, J‘,,, ( u I2 ds, 
-t 
from which (2.8) foll ows immediately. The proof is now complete. 
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